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Abstract
Healthcare systems across the world are increasingly challenged by workforce shortages and misdistribution of skills. Yet,
no comprehensive European approach to health human resources (HHR) policy exists and action remains fragmented.
This scoping study seeks to contribute to the debates by providing an overview of existing HHR research, and by exploring
the challenges of a European approach with a focus on workforce planning. In terms of methods, we build on a scoping
review comprising literature analysis and qualitative data gathered from policy experts. In our analysis we observe an
overall lack of integrated HHR approaches as major obstacle of efficient HHR planning, and find that five dimensions of
integration in HHR policy are needed: system, occupational, sector, gender, and socio-cultural integration. Increasing the
analytical complexity of HHR planning models does not automatically bring about more reliable and efficient planning, as
the added value of these models is highly context-dependent. Yet Europe is highly diverse and we therefore argue the
need for a strategic HHR perspective that is capable of bridging many different HHR policies and planning systems, and
combining national and European solutions efficiently.
Keywords: Health human resources policy and management, Health workforce planning, Cross-national research, Europe,
Scoping review

1. Introduction
Healthcare systems across the world are increasingly challenged by workforce shortages and misdistribution of skills [1],
[2]. In Europe, it is expected that the healthcare sector will be confronted with a huge shortage – up to one to two million –
of healthcare professionals by 2020 [3]. Also, the future skill-mix is expected to be incongruent with the development of
healthcare needs [4]. Healthcare consumers are changing due to demographic, epidemiological and socio-cultural
developments. At the same time, the size and composition of the health workforce are also changing as a result of
changing gender relations and professional, organisational and technological developments. For many countries this
implies that the (quantitative and qualitative) match between healthcare demand and supply will be increasingly difficult to
achieve and to sustain.
Such scenarios have rung the bells of policymakers [5], [6]. Yet a specific European approach to health human resources
(HHR) is still poorly developed and no comprehensive data and monitoring systems exist. Contemporary efforts towards
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establishing and advancing HHR policy are mainly driven by global organisations and often focused on developing
countries [2], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Within the western world, HHR issues are mostly addressed in Anglo-Saxon countries
and therefore heavily biased towards North America and/or towards National Health Service (NHS) systems (United
Kingdom and Australia) with workforce planning relying on the inflow of professionals from abroad [12], [13], [14], [15], [16],
[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24].
Remarkably, so far no specific European approach to HHR policy has been developed. This is especially surprising
because European Union (EU) labour market regulation – together with the east-west push and pull factors – have created
specific incentives towards cross-border mobility and migration of health professionals between the member states and
candidate countries [3], [25]. Taken together, this picture drawn from the international and scholarly HHR debates
suggests that there is a need for HHR approaches and empirical research that adequately reflect the situation of Europe
and the interdependencies between European countries.
Recently, there have been attempts to bring a European perspective to the HHR debates that contributed to the
awareness of the challenges of projected workforce shortages and imbalances [3], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. This
article builds upon these contributions by presenting a scoping study [32], [33]. We seek to contribute to the debate by
providing an overview of research on HHR, and by an exploration of the challenges and chances of HHR policy in Europe.
Bringing a ‘European perspective’ to HHR research and policy may start with the countries of the European Economic
Area and Switzerland that can to some extend build on joint regulation and policies, but should aim towards an expansion
into the WHO European region. We suggest using the term ‘health human resources’ rather than ‘human resources for
health’; the latter term is often used in the international literature but linked to a specific WHO programme and policy
strategy [2], [7] and therefore less appropriate for our purpose. We refer to HHR and HHR policy as an umbrella concept
that includes different strands of governing, managing and planning the health workforce. Hence, there is no uniform
definition of HHR policy in the literature and the different strands of HHR may have overlaps. In Box 1 we therefore
summarise the proposed terminology and analytical distinction used in this article.
Box 1. Proposed terminology
The article begins with mapping the field of existing approaches and research into HHR policy. We then turn our attention
towards the challenges and chances of HHR policy in Europe. We briefly describe the situation of research on HHR issues
and then discuss the need for an integrated approach to HHR. We conclude by discussing our results with respect to
future HHR research and the possibilities of developing an integrated European comparative approach to HHR policy.

2. Methodology
We build on a scoping review of the literature. Following the definitions by Arksey and O’Malley [32] this seems useful
considering our goals to (1) evaluate existing research on the topic of HHR, (2) to summarise and disseminate research
findings, and (3) to identify gaps in the literature. Here, we focus on the gap analysis that serves as a springboard towards
more explorative approaches.
While a scoping review complies with the meta-analysis and systematic reviews approach, no quality criteria for exclusion
and inclusion are used. Instead, all relevant studies are explored to identify key themes. Most importantly for our purpose,
a scoping review may also include qualitative and explorative dimensions, such as personal experience and the
consultation of experts and stakeholders to improve context-sensitivity of the results. As highlighted by Arksey and
O’Malley [32], this provides valuable information and especially helps to identify and complement gaps in the literature and
to validate findings, thus contributing to an innovative approach in response to contemporary challenges of comparative
health policy [34], [35].
Our scoping study comprises three steps:
1.identifying key policy documents and HHR approaches in the international debate in order to grasp trends. Prime
sources were: publications and websites of WHO and WHO Euro, OECD, European Commission, Health Canada and the
Canada Research Chairs in the area of HHR as the leading international experts in the field;
2.conducting a literature search, comprising electronic data base searches in PubMed and SSCI, using the keywords
defined in Box 1; exclusion criteria were: developing countries, and US. A more focused hand-search was added; prime
sources were: publications of the European Observatory of Health Systems and Policies and WHO Euro; the international
journals: Human Resources for Health; Health Policy; Health Services Research; Journal of Health Services Research and
Policy;
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3.systematising personal experiences of the authors and active participation in leading European organisations and
research networks that allowed gathering expert information from a wide range of sources, mainly comprising: health
workforce planning in the Netherlands led by NIVEL; health labour market monitoring and planning models in the federal
states of Hessen and Rhineland Palatine in Germany; consultancy and research collaboration with WHO Euro and the
European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies; membership in EU research networks, such as the FP7 COST
action on ‘Medicine and Management’; European Health Management Association (EHMA) Working Group on ‘Health
Workforce’; and European Public Health Association (EUPHA) section on ‘Health Services Research’.

3. Mapping the field of HHR policy
The emergence of HHR policy (as defined in Box 1) is a new development. Until recently, issues of the health workforce
were rarely recognised as specific area of health policy but limited to traditional forms of HR management and personnel
administration, and dominated by workforce planning focussing exclusively on doctors [36]. The modern term health
human resources policy became first known as ‘manpower planning’ in the 1970s and early 1980s in North America and
was mainly driven by programmes and workshops organised by WHO [37], [38]. A wave of planning models and
publications appeared during these decades, followed by a period in which HHR planning was criticised and notably
became a less important area of research and policy [39]. In Europe, ‘manpower planning’ also emerged in the late 1970s,
but more fully developed in recent years and also reflected a broader scope than planning [26].
The emergent field of HHR policy has brought about transformations of the concept and has raised new questions. Most
obviously, in line with WHO and European non-sexist language policies, the term ‘manpower planning’ is increasingly
replaced. However, transformations are not just a matter of language. They also reflect such issues as the gender
composition of the health workforce, hierarchy within the occupational structure of healthcare and the restricted
effectiveness of top-down initiatives. We also observe a substantive broadening of the concept of HHR management (Box
1), now including linkages with (social) governance, (organisational) innovation and (personal) development [21], [40], [41].
Similarly, with regard to planning there is a “re-emerging interest in workforce planning methods and techniques, that go
beyond extrapolating past staffing trends but rather taking into account the changing demands for, and needs of, the health
workforce of the future”, as Wismar et al. [3, p. 4] highlight in their European study [42], [43], [44].
According to a recent Policy Brief of the European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies, four different approaches
are relevant to HHR planning:
•the health worker to population ratio; this is the simplest and most commonly used;
•the utilisation and demand approach;
•the service–target approach, that provides insight in tasks and skills required to deliver specific interventions; and
•the health and service needs approach [27].

A number of Canadian authors have been highly influential in developing planning models, based on the health and
service needs approach. Following Birch et al. [45], these models define that future demand for health human resources
basically depends on four elements:
•the size and demographic mix of the population (demography),
•the levels of risks to health and morbidity in the population (epidemiology),
•the services deemed appropriate to address the levels of risks to health and morbidity (standards of care), and
•the rate of service delivery by providers (productivity) [45].

The Policy Brief of the European Observatory on Health Systems and Policies acknowledges that the health and service
needs approach is the most complex, as it requires a definition of ‘service needs’, in function of age and sex-specific
morbidity trends, patient preferences and of service norms, and a conversion of this to staff requirements, using
professionally defined productivity norms [27, p. 9]. One step more complicated is taking into account skill-mix and team
approaches to HHR management.
It is interesting to see that this strand of HHR planning reflects the general health policy aims to shift the focus from supplyled towards more demand-led and responsive healthcare systems. It also acknowledges that the educational and
occupational structures in healthcare are changing [43]. Yet it is important to recall here that needs-based HHR planning is
originally shaped by advanced policy efforts in Canada. In the Canadian context HHR planning has been designed under
the supply conditions of relatively high levels of immigrant health professionals and low population density; it is furthermore
shaped by a decentralised system of provincial and territorial insurance schemes that is supported by loose national
coordination [13], [16]. Therefore, it is not evident if and how this approach can be applied to European HHR policy and
whether this model serves best the European conditions.
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In their Policy Brief, Dussault et al. bring another key problem of HHR planning into perspective. Despite the availability of
more complex models since a decade or so, HHR policy, where it exists, typically focuses on “establishing training
numbers and related costs, rather than developing a comprehensive strategy covering compensation, working conditions,
recruitment and retention issues” [27, p. 6].
The authors also recall that any strategy chosen for assessing HHR is value-based and shaped by the targets and “service
objectives that policy-makers have set” [27, p. iv]. Hence, a needs-based approach is not only a complex statistical
exercise that delivers the empirical evidence. It is influenced (and may even be ‘manipulated’) by policy and politics,
including lobbying and strategic action of professional groups, healthcare organisations such as hospitals, and insurance
bodies. A more critical and reflective discussion of approaches to HHR policy is therefore called for.
In sum, the original idea of manpower planning has become part of more complex HHR policy, and different approaches to
health workforce planning have become available. The question ignored so far, however, is as to whether and how these
concepts and models are used in practice in the European context. The design and implementation of HHR policy is
context specific. Consequently, an important challenge is to understand the conditions that influence the translation of
existing approaches into European policy and practice. Here the values, targets, resources and governance arrangements
of the healthcare systems in different countries come into play as well as supra-national regulation. This calls for contextsensitivity and feasibility of planning exercises. With this in mind, we next describe what HHR approaches can be found,
and are studied, in Europe.

4. Where are we now in HHR policy and research in Europe?
Health human resources have clearly moved up on the agenda of European policy [3], [26], [27], [29], [46], [47], [48], [49].
Many European Union member states are investing to get HHR management practices in place and some country-specific
planning models also exist [50]. Drawing on different approaches and data sources, a rapidly growing body of statistical
data and research has emerged that is used for estimating and predicting shortages of qualified healthcare staff [3], [5].
While these developments are promising and relevant, five critical limitations occur that hinder HHR policy and research in
Europe.
First, European data sources on HHR are fragmented and heterogeneous; cross-national research is confronted with
many difficulties in comparability of data, indicators and measurement methods. Even basic health occupational
classifications often do not match between countries [51].
Second, much of the current research focuses on physicians and on specific sectors, such as hospitals or primary care;
generalists or specialists. Examples of these include an overview of workforce trends in medical specialties in different
countries [48], [52], general practitioners workforce planning [53] or physician supply planning [51], [54]. A complication of
HHR data on physicians is that available data may also be influenced by the medical professions’ interests [55]. In contrast
to the centrality of physicians in HHR planning, only few studies include the biggest category in the health workforce:
nurses [30]. In general, a wide range of health professional groups is missing from the HHR policy agenda.
Third, only a few studies on Europe move beyond mere numbers of health professionals (steady state analysis) and
address dynamics and intersecting changes in the health workforce. This has become an important limitation, as it does
not support HHR policies and management attempting to change the skill-mix of the health workforce and to shift tasks
between physicians and nurses as well as between hospital care and primary care [31], [46], [56]. In a similar vein,
changing sex ratios in the medical profession are increasingly mentioned in HHR planning, while at the same time more
complex issues of gender relations are ignored [57].
Fourth, monitoring of migration in general, and intra-European mobility in particular, is increasingly gaining recognition in
HHR policy, but research is still in a developmental stage. Again, existing monitoring systems and data sources often focus
on physicians [3], [49], although the opening and globalisation of the European health labour market may cause even more
problematic effects in the nursing profession [23], [58], [59].
Fifth, the focus on controlling training inflow is identified by Dussault et al. [27] as major limitation of HHR policy. For
instance, Stordeur and Leonard [60], in their comparative study of HHR planning in Belgium, focused mainly on the failure
of the numerus clausus system. This system to control the inflow in medical training was introduced in Belgium to improve
recurrent challenges, such as specialty imbalances, geographical misdistribution and movement of healthcare workers
throughout the open European workforce market. A study by Reamy et al. [61] described supply trends in the medical
workforce and planning efforts in the former communist countries. According to this study, after the collapse of the USSR,
planning of the future physician workforce was used as a tool for correcting the excess supply, especially of medical
specialists (according to EU standards) by reducing the entrance in medical schools, next to shifting the specialist
workforce towards a primary care oriented workforce [62], [63].
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In the next section we sketch a road that helps to overcome these limitations and that is not concerned with specific labour
market segments, individual countries and regions, but rather with furthering an integrated, European approach.

5. Overcoming the limitations of HHR policy: the challenges of
integrated approaches
The previous section has highlighted a lack of integrated approaches as a key problem of managing HHR more effectively
[39], [44], [64], [65]. Yet ‘integration’ needs further investigation when applied to HHR policy. We have identified five major
dimensions of integration which are related to the challenges of HHR policy and management as described above:
1.system integration: connectedness between the educational system and the health labour market, and between the latter
and broader labour market developments;
2.occupational integration: the inclusion of nurses and a wider range of health professional groups and the dynamics
enhanced by new skill-mix and task-shifting policies in HHR governance;
3.sector integration: the balanced development of primary care and prevention, hospital and specialised care, and mental
healthcare;
4.gender cuts across these areas of integration: improving labour market chances, equality within and between
professional groups, organisations and sectors of the healthcare system in order to reduce the gendered hierarchy that
underpins the health professional workforce and care work;
5.socio-cultural integration: understanding the dynamics of migration and inter-European mobility in the health workforce.

5.1. System integration
To begin with the first type of integration, a recent WHO [11] document highlights the need for complex transformation in
the educational system of health professionals in order to improve services. Further, Frenk et al. [4] argue for a multiprofessional and macro-institutional approach in order to improve the connections between the educational system and the
health labour market; in their view, the health labour market is a sub-system that connects the provision of educational
services with the supply of an educated workforce to meet the future demand for health professionals. The authors argue
that the professional education sub-system is not capable of meeting future demand. Mismatches are systemic and include
various different problems: mismatch of competencies to patient and population needs; lack of teamwork; the gender
stratification of professional status; and the predominant hospital orientation at the expense of primary care [4, p. 1923].
More complex approach: “The project RN4CAST aims innovative forecasting methods by addressing not only volumes, but
quality of nursing staff as well as quality of patient care“[30, p. 8]. Broadening the focus towards nursing is especially
relevant when taking recent health policies and changes in the organisation of care into account. These include taskshifting from physicians to nurses, an increasing relevance of primary care and collaborative care, and new challenges of
nurse migration [28], [46], [56], [58], [66], [67], [68]. To achieve occupational integration, the complexity of the occupational
structure and the dynamic relationships between professions should be reflected in HHR policy in Europe.

5.2. Sector integration
HHR policy often focuses specific sectors of the healthcare system and planning is undertaken separately but embodies
the interdependencies between sectors. Comparable healthcare needs can be addressed in different parts of the
healthcare system, depending on the structure of the system and the role of gate-keeping professionals or needs
assessment procedures. Thus, broader health system changes might affect the need for different types of health
professionals in specific sectors. At the same time, professionals will move between sectors, depending on the availability
and attractiveness of positions, including financial incentives and other forms of governing.

5.3. Gender integration
Compared to occupational integration much the same problems occur with respect to changing gender arrangements in
the health workforce. For instance, the usual assumption is that growing numbers of female doctors will bring about a
decrease in the average work hours due to higher caring responsibilities of women, and this in turn calls for higher inflow in
medical schools. However, change in working hours is not only driven by women doctors but also by new work-life models
of male doctors; and parenthood may not be the most relevant factor to predict work arrangements of women [69], [70].
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Another example of complex gendered dynamics is the horizontal and vertical gender segregation of the health
professional workforce that may intersect with changing organisational settings. In Germany, for instance, public and
private hospitals differ in the percentage of women doctors in leadership positions as well as in the skill-mix of doctors and
nurses. Increasing privatisation of hospitals may therefore also impact in the gendered composition of the health workforce
[71].

5.4. Socio-cultural integration
Health workforce migration research often focuses on the negative effects of ‘brain drain’ [8], [12], [72], [73], [74] or/and the
economic efficiency for the host country [24]. While these are important issues, they do not adequately mirror the situation
of many European countries that are primarily aiming at a self-sufficient workforce. It should be recalled that international
recruitment has never been executed to the same extent – as a policy to respond to staff shortages – as it is known from
the Anglo-American countries [75], [76]; for an overview, see www.compass.ox.ac.uk]. For instance, in 2007 the United
Kingdom had more foreign physicians than all other European countries for which figures were available (Austria, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Norway, Poland, Portugal) [17]. There may also be qualitative differences in the efficiency of
recruitment policies, as a comparison between nurse migration patterns in Canada and Finland reveals [58].
The creation of an open European labour market has brought about a new situation that has facilitated mobility within the
European Union and its neighbours [3], [77]. The problem is not per se an outflow of health professionals, but the uneven
relationship between inflow and outflow [3], [17]. Eastern European countries are becoming an important source of
physicians and nurses for healthcare systems in the West, but do not equally benefit from increased mobility. Migration
and mobility also intersect with other dynamics in the health labour market and societies at large. For example, ‘gendered
push-and-pull factors’ are increasingly relevant in low status segments of the nursing profession but may also impact in the
medical profession, and they intersect with geo-political and socio-economic inequalities in Europe [58], [78].
In a similar vein, doctors and nurses from Eastern and central European countries often face economic discrimination and
are trapped into lower status professional segments with limited, if any career chances and may even be denied
permanent work permit; the situation is most alarming in a less regulated labour market, such as that of long-term care
[79]. These developments not only reinforce ethnic discrimination within Europe and may nurture racism; they also
counteract the HHR goals of more efficient use of existing skills and reliable planning, because discrimination increases
the likelihood of drop-outs and moves to other countries [12], [14], [72], [78]. Therefore, sustainable HHR planning is
closely linked to improved socio-cultural and ethnic integration.
There are also several (western) countries with a more balanced situation between in-migration and out-migration of
physicians, as for instance Germany [80]. Mobility flows may also help responding more flexibly to the failures of national
education and labour market steering. One example of this is the temporary mobility flow of Austrian physicians in training
for specialisation to (eastern) Germany [55]. Thus, intra-European mobility and migration may create risks as well as
benefits for the healthcare systems and accelerate dynamics in the health labour market, which are not comparable to
countries outside the European Union.

6. Conclusions
This scoping study has set out the need to bring a European perspective to the HHR debate. We have drawn state-of-theart research together, sketched its limitations and have highlighted the challenges of furthering integration in the field of
HHR policy in Europe. Our analysis now provides a more systematic basis on which to review the opportunities of a
European HHR approach and to map out the way forward in researching HHR through a European lens.
First and foremost, HHR planning has to be integrated planning. This clearly calls for an end to mono-professional,
primarily doctor-centred, ‘gender-neutral’ and socio-culturally ignorant planning exercises, built on widespread sectorial
fragmentation and ‘methodological nationalism’. Although the different types of integration are increasingly acknowledged
in HHR policy, they are much less so in HHR management and planning; none of the existing HHR planning models
responds adequately to the challenges that we have described in this article. This subsequently raises the questions, how
complex integrative HHR planning models can/should be. How to define the balance between different planning goals and
‘affordable’ and manageable data, and between context-sensitivity and country comparability of HHR planning
approaches?
Increasing the analytical complexity of HHR planning models probably does not automatically bring about more reliable
and efficient planning. Limitations apply, among other things, because these models are highly context-dependent with
regard to their fit with the institutions and policy approaches of the healthcare system, the educational and occupational
systems and the availability of reliable and complete data. Our own experience in HHR planning in Germany and the
Netherlands has taught us that even basic categories and indicators, such as the number of physicians or nurses, do not
easily match across countries.
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What conclusions should be drawn if the analytical complexity of (even the most complex) needs-based HHR planning
approaches [7], [45] comes to its limits when confronted with the need for system, sectorial, occupational, gender and
socio-cultural integration? It is important to understand an urgent need for a European perspective that is capable of
departing from the internationally observed trend (pioneered by Canada, but partly also the Netherlands) to deepen the
analytical complexity of HHR planning models. Following the pathways of (otherwise important and innovative) currently
dominant HHR models would inevitably lead to paradoxical blockades or a zero-sum outcome between increased
complexity and decreased context-sensitivity, when applied to the institutional and socio-cultural diversity of Europe.
The way forward in European HHR planning is more likely to be efficient if we go precisely in the other direction and
broaden the approaches. The current state of knowledge of the European situation and the comparative modelling
methodology in our view is not sufficiently developed for establishing a European approach but the following steps might
be helpful: understanding how institutions matter and bringing diversity and context-sensitivity into HHR planning are key
issues in order to develop innovative approaches that use existing resources more creatively. For instance, a case study
design of loosely linked single country research and/or small-scale comparative research can be used efficiently to
facilitate an interaction between a European approach and national planning approaches. Also from a practical point of
view, ‘bottom-up’ designed planning exercises that draw on comparative (national or regional) case studies may help us
using existing data sources more efficiently and to fill some of the most urgent gaps in HHR policy and management.
The promising way forward is currently most likely a mix of European, national and regional comparative approaches that
are:
•European in designing the outlines of better integrated planning approaches that take as much as possible the integration
challenges described in this article into account;
•national in trying out and filling in these outlines for the situation in specific countries; and
•regional/local in building on case studies in order to begin with affordable research and pilot context-sensitive approaches.

Yet the search for policy-relevant, intermediate and feasible solutions should not lead is to give up lobbying for large scale
cross-country research that is inevitably needed in order to develop a conceptual approach and reliable empirical data.
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